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CHARGING LOCKERS
An efficient and effective way of storing your valuables with the additional option of 
also charging your iPhone’s, iPads, laptop etc. An amazing design achievement that’s 
popularly used by offices, retail environments and educational establishments. These 
products can be offered with or without charging capability (Charging version has an 
AC power socket with the option of two USB ports). 

We currently supply these lockers to schools and businesses nationwide and attribute 
the popularity to the convenience and security that the product offers.
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IPAD / TABLET LOCKER

Tablet Locker

Height    Width      Depth

1775mm x 300mm x 450mm 
10 compartment Solid Grade Laminate door.

iPad Locker
1800mm x 340mm x 340mm
Available in 5, 10 or 15 compartments
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Two keys per doorUsers own padlock

LAPTOP LOCKER

Height    Width      Depth

1800mm x 450mm x 500mm 
Available in 5, 10 or 15 compartments

Or as a 1/2 height unit with five compartments 900mm high - as 
picture above.

Additional Information
Charging and non-charging available for all 
types of locker.

Charging options 13 amp or 11 amp socket with 
two USB portsd at extra cost.

All units are PAT tested before leaving the 
factory (with a certificate) to ensure they meet 
the European standards and legislations.

Lockers are supplied with a 2m long lead for 
wiring into a suitably rated fused spur.

Our safe charge laptop lockers have two unique features. Firstly it 
is made from high gauge steel giving extra strength and security. 
Secondly each compartment can contain a charging element. 

Together it not only keeps your laptop, mobile or any ac/dc 
adaptor safe but charges the batteries at the same time.
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